We study the problem of dynamic tree embedding in k-partite networks G k and analyze the performance on interpartition load distribution of the embedding. We show that, for ring-connected G k , if the embedding proceeds by taking a unidirectional random walk at a length randomly chosen from [0, −1], where is a multiple of k, the best-case performance is achievable at probability √ 2πke −k , which is much higher than the asymptotically zero probability at which the worstcase performance may appear. We also show that the same probabilities hold for fully connected G k if the embedding proceeds by taking a random walk at a length randomly chosen from [2, ∞). When k = 2 (bipartite networks), our results show that if we do the embedding under the above random-walk schemes in their corresponding networks, we will have a 50% chance to achieve the bestcase performance. We also analyze the performances for embedding in these networks in the expected case and observe the interesting fact that they match the performances in the best case when the network is k-partitionable into partitions of equal size.
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INTRODUCTION
It is known that many applications have a tree-structured computation pattern. Examples of these applications include divide-and-conquer algorithms, backtracking search, game-tree evaluation, logical and functional programs, and a variety of numeric computations. Clearly the tree structure representing such a computation usually grows dynamically during the process of the computation in an unpredictable way. Efficient execution of these computations on a parallel computer requires us to assign their processes (tree nodes) to the processors of the underlying parallel computer such that every processor gets approximately an equal amount of computation load and communicating processes are assigned to processors that are as close as possible. This problem is known as the dynamic tree embedding problem. It is an important problem in parallel computing and has attracted various efforts [1] [2] [3] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Let tree T = (V T , E T ) represent a computation (nodes for processes, edges for communications) and graph G = (V G , E G ) represent a parallel computer (nodes for processors, edges for communication links). For simplicity, it is usually assumed that all the tree nodes carry an equal amount of computation. An embedding of T in G is a function φ that assigns nodes in V T to nodes in V G : φ(u ∈ V T ) = v ∈ V G . As T is dynamically growing as the computation progresses, an embedding algorithm must be dynamic and online in the sense that it must embed newly created tree nodes to G immediately without having the knowledge about the tree's future growing tendency. For v ∈ V G , let |v| be the number of nodes in T which are assigned to v -the load of v -and d (v, v ) be the distance between v and v in G. The maximum distance between a pair of nodes in G to which a neighboring pair of nodes in T is assigned is called the dilation of the embedding. An optimal embedding of T in G must satisfy the following two conditions under the measures of maximal load and dilation, respectively:
The first condition is the load-balancing condition which minimizes the overall computation time by letting every processor perform an as equal as possible amount of computations, and the second is the minimal dilation condition which minimizes the overall communication time by placing communicating processes to processors that are as close as possible to each other.
These two conditions are in many cases conflicting-reducing one measure will result in increasing the other. For instance, Leighton et al. [6] showed that any deterministic algorithm for the dynamic embedding of an M-node binary tree in an N -node hypercube with a maximum load cM/N must have an average dilation ( √ log N /c 2 ) for any constant c ≥ 1. Therefore an optimal embedding is not always possible.
The hardness of dynamic tree embedding suggests use of randomization to obtain efficient and effective embedding algorithms. There have been various randomized algorithms proposed for dynamic tree embedding in hypercubes by Aiello and Leighton [1] , Bhatt et al. [3] , Leighton et al. [6] , and Bhatt and Cai [2] ; in butterfly networks by Ranade [10] ; and in completely connected networks by Karp and Zhang [5] and Li [7] .
A common technique used in many randomized algorithms for dynamic tree embedding [2, 3, 6 ] is a random walk: when a new node u is created by tree node u, u is assigned to a randomly chosen neighbor of φ(u) with an equal probability among all φ(u)'s neighbors in the processor graph. One main advantage for using a random walk is its simplicity which means the performance analysis can be done nicely. The quality of embedding using a random walk may be improved by imposing certain restrictions for neighbor selection. For example, selection among only all unvisited neighbors and selecting the neighbor with the lightest load and both straightforward variants of random walk.
As an optimal algorithm for dynamic tree embedding that minimizes both the maximum load and dilation is difficult to achieve (even in the randomized sense), it seems more practical and useful to seek the minimum on one measure while setting the other measure at a fixed level. Let L OPT = M/N be the optimal load at a processor in the case when all M nodes in T are evenly distributed among all N nodes in G (processors) and L MAX be the maximum load at a processor under a particular embedding. The performance ratio α of an embedding φ is defined as
Clearly, when the dilation is fixed, the smaller value α has, the better quality the corresponding embedding presents. If α = 1 we say that the embedding achieves an optimal performance ratio.
is a network whose node set can be partitioned into two disjoint parts V 1 and V 2 so that each edge in E connects one node in V 1 and the other node in V 2 (there is no edge connecting node within each partition). In [9] Li et al. studied the lower bounds for dynamic tree embedding in bipartite networks when the length of a (random) walk is set to be exactly ≥ 1 and hence the dilation of the embedding is . If partition (V 0 , V 1 ) of V corresponds to the bipartite of G, N i = |V i |, and M i is the total load assigned to V i under embedding φ of dilation , [9] showed that the performance ratio of φ is
The definition of bipartite network can be naturally extended to k-partite network as follows:
We denote by G k = (V 0 , . . . , V k−1 ; E) the above k-partite network. We assume that a network is always connected; hence there is at least one path between any partitions V i and V j in G k . Apparently a k-partite of G = (V, E) corresponds to a k-coloring of V so that no adjacent nodes are assigned the same color. When the value of k reaches the minimum, the k-partite of G is called chromatic-partite [11] .
For embedding an M-node tree in an N -node G k , the best load distribution among
The worst load distribution is all M load at one partition and zero load at others. Corresponding to the best and worst load distributions, we say that the embedding achieves the best-case and worst-case performances, respectively. Clearly the optimal performance ratio 1 of an embedding may be obtained only when the embedding achieves the best-case performance.
In this paper, we consider the problem of dynamic tree embedding and analyze its performance for the general case when the length of a walk is a randomly chosen value and when the processor network is a k-partite network for any fixed k ≥ 2. For ringconnected and fully connected k-partite networks we show the probabilities at which the best-case and worst-case performances may appear, respectively. We also analyze the performance of these embeddings in the expected case and show that it matches the best-case performance when the network is k-partitable into equal-sized partitions.
EMBEDDING IN RING-CONNECTED k-PARTITE NETWORKS
are connected into a ring. More formally we have the following definition:
Ring-connected G k can be viewed as a ring network on "node" set
Ring network is a special case of ring-connected k-partite network when |V i | = 1. Ring-connected G k forms an important class of k-partite networks. Example networks of this class include n-dimensional torus and k-ary n-cube [11] . Let color(v) be the color number assigned to node v and V i = {v|color(v) = i}. Figure 1 shows a 3-partite of a 4 × 6 torus, where the decimal integers represent the color numbers assigned to the corresponding nodes.
Best-Case and Worst-Case Performances
Assume that a dynamic tree T of size M consists of h levels with its root at level 0, where L i is the number of nodes at level i,
T is dynamically growing in such a way that any node may generate an arbitrary number of children, meaning that a process may spawn any number of new processes. When a new tree node is generated, it is assigned to a node in G (processor) by taking a random walk at a randomly chosen length in the range [0, − 1]. In the case of ring-connected G k , we set the random walk to be unidirectional; i.e., each step of the walk goes either from
The best-case performance corresponds to the best load distribution among the partitions which is achievable by the above random walk. Since is a multiple of k, all the partitions of G are reachable by any tree node in any stage of embedding by taking a walk at a particular length. This indicates that the optimal load N i M/N at partition V i is obtainable. The following lemma gives the probability at which the best load distribution can be generated. 
Proof. Let the sizes of all k partitions of G be arranged in nondecreasing order:
Tree nodes are assigned to the partitions in the following way:
Step 0: The first M 0 ≥ N 0 M/N tree nodes are assigned by each taking a random walk at a randomly chosen length from range [0, − 1] until a partition V i is fully loaded with N i M/N tree nodes. Without loss of generality we assume that i = 0 and that V 1 , . . . , V k−1 will be fully loaded in this order in the later steps of embedding. Mark V 0 as "full" to exclude it from the candidate list for further accepting new tree nodes. This is done at probability 1 since it covers all possible routes in each random walk.
Because is a multiple of k, it is a simple fact that if all the values in [0, − 1] are selected with an equal probability 1/ , all the values in range [0, k − 1] are selected also at an equal probability 1/k. Moreover, since the maximum distance (one-direction) between V i and V j is k, a walk from V i of length d i randomly chosen from [0, − 1] has the same effect (destination address) as a walk of length d i mod k chosen from the corresponding range [0, k − 1]. Therefore we need only to consider a random walk at a length randomly chosen from [0, k − 1].
Step 1: The next M 1 tree nodes are embedded until the second partition V 1 is fully loaded. For each node u, its embedding φ(u) takes a random walk at a randomly chosen length in [0, k − 1] with the exclusion of φ(u) = 0. Since the probability of selecting a length in [0, k − 1] that makes φ(u) = 0 is 1/k, this step is done at probability (k − i)/k.
Step i : Embed M i tree nodes until V i is fully loaded. Each random walk excludes those lengths that result in φ(u) = j for j = 0, 1, . . . , i − 1 and hence is at probability
Step k − 1: Embed the last
i =0 M i tree nodes to fill V k−1 . This step succeeds at probability 1/k, as each random walk has to choose only one length that results φ(u) = k − 1.
Having partition V i loaded with N i M/N tree nodes for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1 requires all the above steps to be performed. This happens at the probability
by Stirling's formula.
Since the N i M/N load at V i for all i corresponds to the best-case performance of the embedding, the following theorem is immediate. Note that here we do not take into consideration load distribution within each V i and hence the best-case performance at the stricter meaning of M/N load per processor is a subcase of our best case. THEOREM 1. For dynamic embedding of an M-node tree in an N -node ring-connected G k using a unidirectional random walk at randomly chosen lengths from [0, −1], where is a multiple of k, the best-case performance is achievable at probability √ 2π ke −k .
When k = 2 (hence the random walk has only one direction to choose), we have COROLLARY 1. If the length of a random walk is chosen randomly from [0, − 1] for any even number , the best-case performance for dynamic tree embedding in a bipartite network is achievable at a probability of 0.5.
We now look at the worst-case performance corresponding to the worst-case load distribution that all tree nodes are assigned to the same partition which may appear with the above random walk scheme. Assume that this partition is V i . The worst case requires that each tree node u is embedded to V i : φ(u) = i . After the first node is embedded (to any partition), to assign each of the rest of the nodes to the same partition, clearly there is only one length to be selected for random walk. So this length has a probability of 1/k to be selected among all possible k lengths. Hence the overall probability for all M tree nodes to be assigned to V i is k −M+1 . This leads to the following theorem:
THEOREM 2. For dynamic embedding of an M-node tree in an N -node ring-connected G k by taking a unidirectional random walk at randomly chosen lengths from [0, − 1], where is a multiple of k, the worst-case performance is reachable at probability k −M+1 .
Clearly, when M → ∞, the above probability goes to 0. This indicates that the worstcase performance is asymptotically impossible to appear.
Expected-Case Performance
We have shown that for a dynamic tree embedding using a random walk when the length of each walk is randomly chosen from [0, − 1], the best-case performance is achievable at a much higher probability than the worst-case performance. To get a clearer picture on the overall quality of the embedding, we would like to see its performance in the expected case.
LEMMA 2. For a dynamic embedding of an M-node tree T in an N -node ring-
connected G k = (V 0 , .
. . , V k−1 ; E) using a unidirectional random walk, if the length of each walk is randomly chosen from [0, − 1], the maximum load at each node in the expected case is
where is a multiple of k, N i = |V i | and 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1.
Proof. We consider the total load assigned to V i in the expected case. It is easy to show that any tree node u is assigned to V i at probability 1/k and hence contributes 1/k load to V i in the expected case: Assume that u is at level j in T and {r, u (1) , . . . , u ( j −1) , u} is the path from root r to u. Let d(u) be the length of the random walk of u. At the root r,
The number of different {i (0) , i (1) , . . . , i ( j ) } satisfying the above equation is k i , each appearing at probability k i +1 . So the equation holds at probability 1/k. This shows that each node at any level in T assigns 1/k of its load to V i in the expected case. Consequently the total load assigned to V i is M/k in the expected case. This establishes the inequality in the lemma.
we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 3. For dynamically embedding an M-node tree in an N -node G k by a unidirectional random walk, if the length of each walk is randomly chosen from [0, − 1], the performance ratio at the expected case satisfies
where
is a multiple of k and N i is the size of the i th partition of G.
The above theorem leads to the following interesting fact:
COROLLARY 2. If all the partitions of G k are of the same size, then the expected-case performance of the above embedding reaches the best-case performance.
In the case where G k is a ring, N i = |V i | = 1, and k = N , each node has a load M/N under the best-case performance by Lemma 1. So the above corollary implies
COROLLARY 3. For a dynamic embedding of an M-node tree in an N -node ring by a unidirectional random walk, if the length of each walk is randomly chosen from
, where is a multiple of N , the optimal performance ratio is achievable in the expected case.
EMBEDDING IN FULLY CONNECTED k-PARTITE NETWORKS
are fully connected. More formally we have the following definition:
. . , V k−1 so that there are edges in E connecting every pair of V i and V j for i = j and no edge connects nodes within each partition.
A fully connected G k can be viewed as a complete graph on "node" set (V 0 , V 1 , . . . , V k−1 ). A complete graph is a special case of a fully connected k-partite network when |V i | = 1. Like ring-connected G k , fully connected G k is an important class of k-partite networks. Many existing networks, such as X-tree and X-Net, pyramid, n-dimensional folded hypercube, belong to this class [11] . 
Best-Case and Worst-Case Performances

Let a random walk at length
Viewing V i as a single node i, we construct a walk-tree of the walk, W T , as follows: W T consists of d + 1 levels, where level 0 contains only node r − the root, level h contains all nodes which are reachable from the nodes in level h − 1 by a random walk in G, and edges between these two levels correspond to those edges in E that all the possible paths of the walk go through, for u = 1, . . . , d. Since V i in G is connected to every V j for j = i, W T is a complete (k − 1)-ary tree and hence level h contains (k − 1) h nodes. Figure 3 shows a W T rooted at node 0 of height 3 for k = 4, where the bold lines represent the paths of a random walk ending at nodes 3 and 0, respectively.
In order to see the probability of a random walk ending at a particular node in W T , we need to find the occurrence (number of copies) of node i at the leaf level-level d.
FIG. 3.
Walk-tree rooted at node 0 for a 4-partite network when d = 3.
LEMMA 3. Given a walk-tree W T rooted at r for a random walk at length d in a complete G k , let u h (i) be the occurrence of node i at level h in W T for
h is even and i = r, or h is odd and i = r (k − 1) h /k , if h is even and i = r, or h is odd and i = r.
Proof. For h = 0 (even) and h = 1, Eq. (7) holds trivially, so the lemma is true. Assume it is true for all hs up to d − 1. Consider the case when h = d.
Nodes
From basic algebra we know that for any positive integers a, b, and c, the following equations always hold:
Hence if d − 1 is even and i = r, or d − 1 is odd and i = r, we have that 
In this case, either d is odd and i = r, or d is even and i = r, so Eq. (7) is also valid. This proves that the above lemma holds for any value of d. 
During a random walk of length d, since each step chooses a destination from the destination node set at an equal probability, all the nodes at the same level in W T are visited by the walk with an equal probability. Clearly this probability for nodes at level h is (k − 1) −h . Consequently, by Lemma 3 and Corollary 4 the probability of node i ∈ [0, k − 1] at level h to be visited by the walk, p h (i), is
This results in the following lemma: We are now ready to analyze the performance of the walk. 
Proof. Since a random walk at length d ≥ 2 ends at V i with probability 1/k for any i ∈ [0, k − 1] by Lemma 4, the same proof method used for ring G k can also be applied here: embedding proceeds in k steps, where the ith step embeds M i tree nodes,
. . , V k−1 with probability (k − i)/k, and fills partition V i with its full load N i M/N . The overall probability for performing all these steps is given by Eq. (3).
Since N i M/N , the load at V i for all i corresponds to the best-case performance of the embedding. Similar to the ring-connected G k the best-case performance is reached when each partition V i is allocated with an optimal load N i M/N and hence with a probability shown in Lemma 1.
The worst-case performance corresponds to the case when all the M tree nodes are assigned to the same partition V i . By Lemma 4 a tree node is embedded to V i with probability 1/k, so the probability for all M tree nodes to be embedded to V i is k −M . Since there are in total k possible values of i (the first tree node can be embedded to any V i ), the probability for all M tree nodes to be embedded to V i for any i ∈ [0, k − 1] is k −M+1 . We therefore have the following theorem. [2, ∞) , the best-case performance is achievable at probability √ 2πke −k , and the worst-case performance is reachable at probability at most k −M+1 .
THEOREM 4. Given an M-node tree T and an N -node fully connected G k for dynamic embedding of T in G k by taking a random walk at randomly chosen lengths from
Expected-Case Performance
When considering the expected-case load assigned to each partition V i , we note that any tree node u is assigned to V i with the same probability 1/k and hence contributes 1/k load to V i in the expected case. Using the same argument in the proof of Lemma 2, the following lemma is established immediately: 
Similar to ring-connected G k , the following collarary results directly from the above theorem: 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It was shown [9] that if a random walk in dynamic tree embedding in bipartite networks takes a length of exactly , it is impossible to achieve the best-case performance that each partition gets the same amount of average load if is even. This suggests that in the random walk we should apply an odd length for bipartite networks and a variable length for other types of networks in order to improve the quality of embedding. In this paper we have generalized the bipartite networks into k-partite networks and have shown that the best-case performance that all loads assigned to different partitions are balanced with respect to partition sizes is achievable at probability √ 2πke −k for embedding in ring-connected k-partite networks if a random walk is unidirectional and its length is randomly chosen from range [0, − 1] for /k an integer and for fully connected kpartite networks if the length is randomly chosen from range [2, ∞) . With these schemes of walks, however, there is also a tiny probability of at most k −M+1 at which the worstcase performance that all loads are assigned to the same partition may result, where M is the size of the tree to be embedded.
We have also shown that the expected-case performance of our embeddings is actually surprisingly good: it matches the best case if G is k-partitionable into equal-sized partitions. In fact, it is shown in [11] that many existing interconnection networks such as the X-Net, pyramid, torus, and hypercube are indeed k-partitionable into equal-sized partitions.
It should be noted that for the best-case performance of our embeddings we do not take into consideration load distribution within each partition. An optimal performance ratio 1 is achievable only if this load distribution also appears to be balanced. This is, however, impossible to obtain by using a random walk technique in many cases [9] . The above indicates that when the network size is fixed the best-case performance of our embeddings is closer to the optimal performance ratio for larger k. As an extreme, our best-case performance yields the optimal performance ratio for ring and complete networks when k = N (|V i | = 1), respectively. It can be observed that, for any fixed k, if the connections between each pair of neighboring partitions (V i , V j ) are completeeach node in V i is connected to every node in V j , for a total M load assigned to V i by a random walk -the average load received by each node in V i is M /|V i |, and hence the optimal performance ratio is obtainable with the same probability as that for the best-case performance in the expected case.
Future work includes study on dynamic tree embedding in specific example kpartite networks and in other classes of networks and investigation of other types of randomization techniques to improve the embedding quality.
